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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Revised Wizer development project
Date: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 8:47:35 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Cheryl Newton [mailto:cherinewton@comcast.net]
Sent: Saturday, August 30, 2014 5:38 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Revised Wizer development project

My husband and I support the revised Wizer Development project.

Tom and Cheri Newton
642 Evergreen Rd.
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

EXHIBIT G-1160
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Hamilton, Leslie; Reynolds, Janice
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer hearing
Date: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 8:49:35 AM

From: Stephen Dudley [mailto:sbdudley@comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, August 31, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer hearing

Dear Council members:

My wife and I are property owners in the Evergreen district.   We are considering a higher
 quality location to “downsize” and believe the proposed development on the Wizer block
 not only might make sense for us, but would be good for Lake Oswego.

In addition, we believe that the developer has made extraordinary effort to comply with the
 City Code as well as respond to community input.   It is important that Lake Oswego offer
 developers a degree of certainty when they meet the Code requirement.

For these two reasons----our personal interest in possibly living there, and fairness in the
 development process---that we recommend the City Council vote in favor the project.

Sincerely,

Stephen (and Nancy) Dudley

EXHIBIT G-1161
LU 13-0046
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August 31, 2014 

Mayor Studebaker 
Councilors Bowerman 

  Gudman 
  Gustafson 
  Hughes 
  Jordan 
  O’Neill 

Subject: Wizer Project 

I’m a supporter of the project and strongly urge City Council to approve the Kessi group 
appeal of DRC’s denial. 

Reasons: 

1) It’s code compliant except for the four minor exceptions that even DRC
approved.

2) It’s totally consistent with east end re-development goals.  The opponents and
DRC’s opinions regarding massing and village character are a matter of taste.  In
fact, there is no meaningful objective basis that supports DRC’s decision despite
its’ three opposition members’ epic efforts during the August 19 meeting.  The
revised project, which includes many citizen driven enhancements, is
architecturally very pleasing in my opinion.  And certainly the density and heights
are under code limits.

3) The downtown business climate can’t thrive without more people.  Although there
are several successful restaurants, I’d argue that many of the other retailers
struggle and, of course, there are vacant storefronts throughout the east end.  A
vibrant economic downtown can’t be created with a few Farmers’ Market days
and our summer dry season.

4) Obviously, traffic and parking pressure will increase since the current Block 137
is so under-utilized.  But the traffic study indicated that less traffic is generated
with a substantial residential component as opposed to a larger retail/commercial
based project.  Regarding parking, the project provides for significantly greater
spaces than are required by the City.

5) Any city planner, in any city, would tell you that relatively higher density
developments belong in that city’s downtown core.

6) The project is largely a private transaction between Gene Wizer and the
Evergreen Group, a vetted area-based developer, who clearly are both
committed to a very high quality project .

7) The prospective LORA funding of about $5.5mil, roughly 6% of the total project
cost, seems in-line (in fact, to me, it’s a great deal for LO).  And once the Urban

EXHIBIT G-1162
LU 13-004689



Renewal district closes the project will generate about $600,000 of incremental 
property taxes. 

8) A rejected project likely would lead to much greater financial participation by the 
City, and perhaps litigation. 

9) A rejected project would probably delay the long awaited re-development of 
arguably the City’s most central block for many years. 

10)  Property values almost always increase in high demand areas where well-
planned, substantial and high quality investment is made.  This should be no 
exception in the surrounding Evergreen and First Addition neighborhoods. 

 
I personally know each of you via my involvement with PRAB.  I’m also on the 
Evergreen Neighborhood Board (ENA) and am President of the Oswego Village 
Townhome HOA – the complex on Block 136.  I’ve attended all the formal meetings on 
this project and many more private meetings as well including a number with Pat Kessi.  
I’m convinced he and his group are right for Lake Oswego – and it’s this project. 
 
Because of my strong involvement, I’ve seen and am concerned about the disrespectful 
and/or unprofessional tactics used by some opponents including Save Our Village 
leaders, several ENA board members and the DRC Chair.  I know that you’re aware of 
some of this background and was pleased that the Mayor tried to diplomatically address 
the problem in his Hello LO comments several months ago.  What you may not know is 
that a number of Evergreen residents either witnessed some of the negative tactics 
during early meetings or heard the anecdotes and were totally turned off.  To the point 
that many of these folks disengaged from the project meaning that the ENA opposition 
is exaggerated to a large extent. 
 
I encourage City Council to approve Evergreen Group’s appeal and I hope the vote is 7 
to 0.  This project is exactly right for Block 137 – one that we’ll be proud of and enjoy for 
decades. 
 
I imagine that even most of the opponents will like it – just like what happened with the 
many opponents of Lake View Village, Millennium Park, and my own townhome 
complex on Block 136. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bill Gordon 
341 Third St   
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Support Wizer Development
Date: Wednesday, September 03, 2014 11:35:11 AM

From: Ruth Hamilton [mailto:ruthhamilton@q.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 5:57 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Support Wizer Development

Greetings,
I support the Wizer development plans and hope to see them come to fruition.
Sincerely,
Ruth Hamilton
P O Box 144  310 2nd St.
Lake Oswego

EXHIBIT G-1163
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer Proposal
Date: Thursday, September 04, 2014 9:44:49 AM

From: PADEN and NORMA PRICHARD [mailto:nandpprichard@msn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2014 9:42 AM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer Proposal

Honor Mayor Studebaker and Council Members,
Re: Lu 13-0046

I am writing to you to voice my support for the current Lot 137 proposal which was
 narrowly denied by the DRC.  I am pleased to see the changes the Evergreen Group
 made after public input and numerous meetings with the neighborhood. 

I was an active member of the Evergreen Neighborhood Association Board, and social
 director for the Evergreen Neighborhood for the past 4 years.  The current ENA board
 has indicated that the neighborhood is in opposition to the current proposal.  In fact, in
 conversation with many neighbors there is much support, but many are reluctant to
 voice their opinion due to pressures from Save Our Village members.  

The developer has made changes to bring the project in compliance with code
 requirements and should be able to move forward to build the project which is needed
 to bring vitality to our downtown core.  

Best regards, 
Norma Prichard
204 6th St.

(Please note:  I am a bookkeeper, and as such take note of numbers.  Of the 24
 Save our Village signs in Evergreen, 15 are posted at 9 Save Our
 Village/Evergreen Board members homes.  Another is on a house that is for sale
 and the owner deceased, 2 are on a weed strewn front yard.  Out of about 370
 homes in the neighborhood, this does not  indicate a lot of support for the group
 and their position.)

EXHIBIT G-1175
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Hamilton, Leslie; Reynolds, Janice
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer Block
Date: Thursday, September 04, 2014 10:24:23 AM

 
 

From: PADEN and NORMA PRICHARD [mailto:nandpprichard@msn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2014 9:57 AM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer Block
 
Honorable Mayor and City Councilors,
September 2, 2014
Re: Support for block 137  LU 13-0046
 
Thank-you for the confirmation of my appointment from a position as an alternate to
 the DRC, to being an active member of the DRC. 
 
As I have stated, I would recuse myself from a DRC hearing if the wizer project is to
 be discussed.  In addition as an actively appointed member of the DRC, I think it is
 probably not appropriate for me to appear in person to speak in support or opposition
 of a project that is to be before the City Council.
 

·        However, since I have standing,  and have actively supported this project in the
 past,  I feel that it is appropriate for me to submit to you in writing my
 continued support for the Revised Wizer Block Development.  In my opinion,
 the developer has made all the necessary revisions to their original proposal to
 allow me to completely support this.  The changes they have made almost
 exactly mirror the changes requested by the first DRC meeting and those I
 outlined in a 12 page letter to the DRC in July, listing what I thought necessary
 in order for the project to meet the Community Development Code
 requirements for the downtown EC district.   This plan meets the FAR, density
 and height requirements.  They have shown extreme good faith in responding
 to public comments and have met frequently with those that have shown a
 willingness to meet.  In my opinion the changes reflect the necessary amount
 of commercial space needed for a vibrant commercial downtown core.  In
 addition the changes to the materials and shapes of the proposed buildings
 reflect the desired village character without being cute or dated.  This is a
 development that will stand the test of time.  Please approve LU 13-0046. 

 
I had planned to attend the September 22 City Council meeting just to observe, but my
 return flight that evening from a hiking vacation in Spain has been changed to be too
 late for me to attend. 
 
Thank-you for your consideration and the considerable time spent in public service.
 
Regards,  Paden Prichard
Member of the Evergreen Neighborhood
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204 6th St.
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: The Wizer block
Date: Friday, September 12, 2014 3:11:59 PM

From: Jim Price [mailto:jprice@emersonhardwood.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2014 2:14 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: The Wizer block

I read all the comments regarding the project in the Review and it is always underscored by
 the opponents with emotional rhetoric that is usually short on specific facts that would not
 alter common sense decisions in moving this project ahead. There have been more words
 used than dollars to be spent on this project over a more than fair extended period of time
 debating the project. The electorate has place the Council in place to act on behalf of the
 betterment of the community; do your job! We did not elect you all to bend to a loud
 minority whose facts have been fuzzy at best.

James T. Price, C.E.O.

EXHIBIT G-1166
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer Block
Date: Monday, September 15, 2014 8:57:21 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Vern and Barbara Zeuske [mailto:zeuskevb@msn.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 14, 2014 9:23 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer Block

We are in favor of the proposed Wizer Block Re-development.    It is designed well and is the perfect complement
 to the existing block at A & State Streets.     We also feel that LO is in need of additional housing in the core area
 where people can live, shop, dine without automobiles and participate in the cultural aspects of the city as well.  
 We are very hopeful that the proposal will be approved.

Vern & Barbara Zeuske

EXHIBIT G-1167
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer project
Date: Monday, September 15, 2014 8:53:59 AM

From: mybooks@jwelliverbooks.com [mailto:mybooks@jwelliverbooks.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2014 6:09 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer project

I SUPPORT THE WIZER PROJECT.  I can't make the meeting but want to go on
 record as supporting it.  Thank you.

Jenniffer welliver
1 Jefferson Pkwy #150    
Lake Oswego,OR 97035
503 908-7863

EXHIBIT G-1168
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Support for redevelopment
Date: Monday, September 15, 2014 1:36:44 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Home [mailto:hpcurran@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 12:50 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Support for redevelopment

I am a 20 year resident and home owner just down the street from city hall and would like to give my full support
 for the Wizer block redevelopment.
I should be negatively impacted by all the changes to downtown over the last ten years, but I'm not. I love being able
 to walk to so many stores and restaurants and look forward to only more.i have had no negative impact to parking
 or traffic. I like living I. An increasingly dense neighborhood and strongly encourage the city to continue.
Holly Curran
162 4th St

Sent from my iPhone

EXHIBIT G-1169
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer Block redevelopment
Date: Tuesday, September 09, 2014 8:21:23 AM

From: Robert Lange [mailto:rlange@exponent.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 08, 2014 10:04 AM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer Block redevelopment

Dear Mr. Mayor and Council Members,

You will soon consider the Wizer block redevelopment petition. As the current plan fails to
 satisfy several elements of the City code, I recommend you do not approve the plan in its
 current form.

However, there are important competing civic interests to weigh in the decision making as
 well. The block is a valuable economic asset to its owner that is underutilized in its present
 form. More importantly, the Wizer building is an eyesore that should be removed and
 replaced with a structure that is compatible with the streetscape on the South side of First
 Street and Millennium Plaza. With this priority in mind, I request that you work with the
 developer to replace the current building with a structure that: meets City code; delivers
 additional parking to visitors to Millennium Plaza and the retail businesses nearby; does not
 increase population density to an unreasonable level; has a manageable effect on traffic;
 and most importantly is visually attractive so as to attract businesses and new visitors to
 those businesses. These are many constraint conditions but diligent and innovative thinking
 about these challenges should yield a good outcome for the City, for the developer, and for
 the City residents.

Thank you for your attention. 

EXHIBIT G-1170
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Progress The Right Way
Date: Monday, September 15, 2014 3:04:02 PM

From: grahamsstat@aol.com [mailto:grahamsstat@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 2:03 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Progress The Right Way

Lake Oswego City Council            
9/5/14

As both a downtown small business owner and a forty year resident of Lake Oswego, I enthusiastically support the
 proposed redevelopment of the Wizer Block.  An independent analysis says that this development could be worth
 $100 million to our town, but in so many ways harder to quantify, it could be worth much more to this community.

We live in a charming town where with a comfortable way of life. However, our community will grow and change over
 time. That’s healthy, not something to fear. Our City codes allow for & guide that growth and density in a way that
 keeps Lake Oswego the community we want to continue living in. It gives us a ‘village atmosphere’ without shackling
 us to a ‘village notion’ that we have outgrown. Well thought out, balanced change is what will sustain our comfortable
 way of life.  

We need to think about attracting new residents and businesses, as well as retaining the ones we already have. We
 must make it possible for people who love living here to stay a part of our community through the different phases of
 their lives while at the same time attracting new people.

As I look around, I wonder how our children will be able to live nearby once they go out on their own , start their
 careers and raise young families. And where will parents go when the demands of taking care of a large home become
 too much for them, yet they would still like to live here?  Right now,  Lake Oswego simply does not offer enough
 housing options for people on those two ends of the spectrum

Without young families choosing to make their homes here, our population will continue to age and our tax base will
 dwindle, having a profound effect on both our economy and our schools.  As our retirees leave town, their disposable
 income goes with them, and local small businesses will suffer as well.

I think the downtown would be energized with the new Wizer block residents and  businesses. We need more people
 living downtown, instead of driving to the downtown. Local businesses need more customers close by to survive. This
 high quality project helps provide the housing and the people we need .  The downtown can accommodate density
 better than the surrounding  neighborhoods.  This project fits the vision and adheres to the City code.  The planned
 beauty of the space and the vision for it will provide multiple long term benefits to Lake Oswego.  We should embrace 
 the opportunity for a downtown economic engine which is sorely lacking right now. The City Council needs to green
 light this project.

Paul Graham
4215 Fruitwood Ct.
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
503-756-6222

EXHIBIT G-1171
LU 13-0046
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Support of Redesigned Wizer Block Project!
Date: Monday, September 15, 2014 3:14:01 PM

From: John and Linda [mailto:jleskildsen@comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 2:47 PM
To: Council Distribution
Cc: keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant@gmail.co
Subject: Support of Redesigned Wizer Block Project!

Dear Lake Oswego City Council Members:

My wife and I have been residents of Lake Oswego for over 40
 years and thoroughly enjoy all the positive developments that
 have taken place
over the years. In the 1980's, I was a member of the East End
 Development Committee and recall the difficulties in attracting
 developers to downtown Lake Oswego. From 1993 to 1998, I
 served on the five member Portland Development Commission
 and was able to review many
projects/developments that were presented to the Commission.
 With this background, I have watched the Wizer Block project with
 keen interest and feel that Lake Oswego is fortunate to have
 Patrick Kessi/Evergreen Group LLC, as the developer, and a
 strong architectural firm involved.

We feel that the redesigned Wizer Block project meets all of the
 earlier concerns about the project. The Development Review
 Commission agreed that the project met all of the code
 requirements, including the criteria that implement village
 character. The four exceptions noted were passed with mostly
 unanimous votes by the Commission members. Also, the City
 staff seemed to be very supportive of the redesigned project! I've
 read that some minor concerns were expressed about the overall
 size and "belief" that the code required more retail. I'm sure you
 know that downtown 
Lake Oswego is not, and will not be a major shopping destination.

EXHIBIT G-1172
LU 13-0046 109
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 Adding more retail will not be successful and cause more tenant
 turnover like with a Pendleton store! 
 
I am very concerned that with the lengthy process that the
 developer has now devoted to the Wizer Block and the
 interpretations being made in the process, it will be very difficult to
 attract a new developer very soon. We strongly support the
 project and feel that the additional retail and residential units will
 only enhance the vitality of our community. We don't need to keep
 viewing the current Wizer property as is for the next few years.
 
Thank you for your leadership at this time and confidently voting
 for approval of this project. You'll be proud you did just this when
 the project is completed.
 
Sincerely,
 
John & Linda Eskildsen
14013 Amberwood Circle (Westlake)
Lake Oswego, Or 97035 
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September 12, 2014 

To:   Lake Oswego City Council 

From:  Peter Sweet 
796 First Street, Lake Oswego, 97034 
tallsweet@gmail.com 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I would like to submit a few comments about the development of the Wizer Block 
137 (“Wizer’s”). The verbal and written testimony presented to the Development 
Review Commission has certainly raised the temperature of our citizens 
concerning density in our downtown core. Citizens, both for and against the latest 
development plan of the Evergreen Group, fervently believe their position is 
correct and the one that should be approved by the City. 

Some of the topics raised by the opposition of this project are: 

1. Why can’t we have one and two story buildings designed to preserve our
“Village Character” as mentioned in the East End Development Plan?

2. The Lake View Village Block 138 (LVV) is loved; it is one-third the “mass”
of the planned development of Block 137 and is comprised of 6 buildings.

3. The Wizer development will cause a traffic nightmare, will block the
sunlight and will bring an influx of dogs to our downtown.

4. The proposed amenities for the new residents, first floor exercise facility,
library/theater and courtyard should be open to the public and not be
private.

5. Apartment renters are less caring about their homes than condo owners
and a turnover of 50% per year will occur, causing 2nd Street to be
constantly blocked.

6. Parking will be impossible for shopping and the Farmers’ Market, with
visiting guests of the proposed residences taking up street parking and the
public garage.

7. Why should the developer receive $5.7 million from the City towards the
project?

8. Property Rights be damned, why should the Wizer family and Pat Kessi
make a financial killing on this project and destroy our lovely downtown?

9. To make our existing downtown businesses more viable, we need a
greater number of retail stores than the 28,000 sf proposed, and not 400
residents living downtown.

In rebuttal, let’s look at reality: 

1. Let’s face it; many citizens would like to live in picturesque Carmel or
Cannon Beach with one and two story buildings. Unfortunately, when your
city is within ten miles of a major city such as Portland, the escalation and
economics of land prices often dictate what is feasible from a developer’s
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perspective. Certainly, the “mass” of a full block development like Lake 
View Village (Block 138) is not Carmel or Cannon Beach. Our elected 
officials and city staff put in place some thirty years ago a 60 foot height 
limit and a FAR of 3:1. The concepts of “massing”, “small scale structures” 
and “village character” have not been quantified in the Code otherwise to 
limit development to small one and two-story buildings as opponents have 
claimed. 

 
The current effort to control density in downtown Lake Oswego may be 
well intentioned and has many supporters. However, we must face the 
reality of trying to halt a development application that has been 
filed, meets Code and takes into account the economics of land cost.  
 

2. Please, the mass of LVV above ground, visible from the street or the air is 
236,000 sf compared to Wizer’s proposed 291,000 sf, a difference of 23%, 
not 300% as claimed. 

3. No doubt, during construction, there will be a traffic problem on A, 1st and 
2nd Streets. However, once completed, predominantly residential 
occupancy will have substantially less impact on traffic than the opponents’ 
desire for mostly retail and commercial. 

4. Some DRC Commissioners want to convert the proposed amenities to 
public use or additional retail. Do they not realize that amenities are 
necessities to attract buyers of condos and renters of apartments and to 
justify the prices of these upscale units? 

5. The price levels of the condos and apartments will attract people who 
have above average income. The developer’s waiting list is a strong 
indication that the demand will be from LO citizen homeowners who are 
downsizing. Turnover of upscale residential units is unpredictable until one 
knows the demographics of the occupants. 

6. With 1.3 parking spaces (exceeding Code) for each residential unit and 
135 public spaces, parking should be adequate according to city staff and 
traffic consultants. 

7. In fact, $5 million of the $5.7 million of LORA money will be paid to the 
City as system development fees and money for the schools.  A relatively 
small amount, estimated at $250,000 will be spent by the city to improve 
2nd Street. In addition, the City will control 135 new, public underground 
parking spaces on the block, which would have cost the city an estimated 
$5 million to construct. On the other hand, nobody seems to be 
mentioning that Barry Cain received $6.8 million of LORA money for his 
$28 million Lakeview Village Project (24.4% of the LVV total project vs. 
6.4% for the Wizer Block 137 total project cost of $92.6 million). 

8. Yes, property rights are in play here. Property owners have the right to 
expect a Development Code that they can rely on when they contemplate 
development of their property, not non-quantitative personal 
interpretations of the Code or what DRC commissioners believe the Code 
should be. 

9. Currently, retail and commercial spaces are suffering vacancies in the 
downtown core. The argument that more retail will be more beneficial to a 
downtown shopping center than new housing may be debatable, but is not 
supported by business owners and Chamber of Commerce testimony. 
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With a willingness to listen to the Development Review Commission, Save Our 
Village activists and other citizens at a hundred meetings, Patrick Kessi, the 
developer, has shown patience and scuttled the original design effort of his 
architects (at a cost of several hundred thousand dollars). The development team, 
with advice from the City’s architect, has re-designed the project to meet our 
stringent city code standards, embracing input and mirroring very closely the LVV 
architecture. In short, the design fits our Code and community character. 
In a short space of time, Mr. Kessi has gained a reputation for building high 
quality, well-designed buildings that fit the character of the surroundings in which 
he builds. He is currently building a low-rise, mixed use, HUD development in St 
Johns, which complements the historic St. Johns Bridge.  He builds for each 
community and its vibe and has received accolades/awards for his excellence in 
construction. 
 
The downtown developments of Lake View Village and Wizer Block 137 are both 
projects with considerable mass. Yet, they both contribute to a vibrant downtown 
that will enable retailers and restaurants, which have been on the ropes since 
2008, to flourish as the result of the walkability factor so desired by those of us 
who live close to downtown.  
 
It is worth mentioning that city staff has devoted hundreds of hours to listen, 
comment and offer suggestions to the developer to ensure a successful project 
that complies with our Code. The staff recommends approval. A vote against this 
project will keep this block as an underdeveloped block for decades. The 
unwieldy, lengthy process, endured by the Evergreen Group, will discourage 
other reputable developers from pursuing large development projects in our city, 
particularly when the word gets out that one cannot rely on the written code. 
 
I also believe that many citizens do not realize how difficult it is to attract 
investors and financing for a $90+ million project. The developer’s team has to 
satisfy city planners, the DRC, City Council, neighborhood associations and 
hundreds of interested citizens. But ultimately, they have to make it financially 
attractive to investors, lenders and tenants. In the aftermath of our 2008 
recession, this is not an easy task.  Today’s low interest environment may be a 
window that will close quickly. 
 
Citizens, who feel that the full block development mass of LVV and Wizer’s is too 
much, should redirect their enthusiastic and laudable efforts to pressure City 
Council, the Planning Commission and the City’s Planning Staff to change the 
Development Code and quantitatively include the planning concepts of “village 
character” and “small scale structures”. An excellent opportunity waits in the 
design of the North Anchor, City-owned property on Third Street. In addition, 
there are three open Council seats to be filled in this November’s election. 
 
When given the green light, Lake Oswego will have another high quality; 
landmark building that will attract people and business back to downtown. 
Housing, retail and commercial feed on each other wonderfully, often without 
people using their automobiles. 
 
Thank you for listening. I look forward to viewing your deliberations this month. 
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Please vote YES for Block 137
Date: Tuesday, September 16, 2014 12:12:18 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Lisa Brock [mailto:cyberagent99@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 16, 2014 10:59 AM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Please vote YES for Block 137

I am writing you to ask that you vote yes for the proposed development of block 137.

I have lived in "downtown" Lake Oswego since 2000. Both of my children went to Forest Hills Elementary and
 have graduated from LOHS. My youngest just graduated this past June.

The development of Block 137 is exactly what Lake Oswego needs to CONTINUE growing into a vibrant city.
 Many businesses in the current Lake Village are struggling due to high rents and low traffic. The addition of block
 137 will bring the additional traffic and even more businesses to help all the merchants in the downtown area
 THRIVE.

Please do not be swayed by somewhat silly arguments such as "the streets will be blocked every weekend with a
 moving truck" It's not only silly, it just isn't true. The very nature of these residential units indicates they will have
 lower than average turnover and things such as acceptable moving times can be negotiated to reduce neighborhood
 impact. In addition, I spend lots of time in the Pearl and Alphabet district where there is NO parking and almost all
 apartment/condo housing and I rarely see a moving truck (although we know people are moving in and out of there
 all the time).

I am struck by the number of naysayers (all of whom appear to be 60+ in age...I'm 51 and was the youngest in the
 room) who are wearing "Save our Village" stickers. I would like to know why these save our village people are not
 protesting the tear down of "village cottages" permitting them to be replaced by zero-lot-line McMansions. These
 unwieldy homes have damaged the visual character and demographic of the "village" but I don't hear any of those
 people complaining about that. In other words, I don't believe they're trying to save anything. Some people like to
 protest everything that comes up.

I have thoroughly reviewed the plans for the new development and in every single case where certain provisions are
 required to be met, the developers have worked to go "above and beyond" the minimum requirement to make this
 development beautiful and useful and (I believe) to demonstrate good faith to the community that they are NOT
 trying to "ruin the village."

Lake Oswego needs greater Socio-economic diversity. This development will bring young professionals, single
 parent households as well as empty nesters (such as myself) to the area. Lake Oswego is fast becoming a city of
 very large, very expensive homes where affluent families come to raise their children in a good school district.
 Then they leave. The kids are grown, the house is too big and there's nothing around you but other families of
 young children.

Let's make Lake Oswego a city where many different types of people in different stages of their lives can not only
 afford to live here, but will want to live here because they can see themselves as part of the neighborhood. Now that
 I'm an empty nester, give ME a reason to stay in LO. I've lived here 14 years. I would be thrilled to live in one of
 the new residences and be in the center of Lake Oswego's next rebirth. Right now as a 51 year old single woman
 with both children in college...I don't have a reason to stay here. There's no one "like me" in sight.
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As a matter of record, I have no affiliation with nor am I acquainted with any of the developers as individuals or as a
 company. The opinions expressed here are my personal feelings.

Thank you in advance for reading and accepting my opinion.

Kind Regards,
Lisa Brock
5015 Foothills Road Apt D
Lake Oswego, OR
503.381.4618
cyberagent99@me.com
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer Block
Date: Thursday, September 18, 2014 4:44:31 PM

From: Uofoduck1957 [mailto:uofoduck1957@aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 18, 2014 4:33 PM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer Block

Dear Lake Oswego City Councilors:

Next week you have the difficult task of deciding the
 approval of the revised plans for
the Wizer block project. 

My wife and I urge you to approve the project! I have
 testified on the issue.

We have been steady and strong supporters of the
 project.

Although we have no financial interests of any kind
 in the project, we have the known
Gene and Jan Wizer for fifty plus years. They are
 two of the most generous and
civic minded citizens in Lake Oswego. The idea that
 they would have anything to do
with a project that would not enhance our
 community is preposterous.

I could understand this outspoken opposition if it
 were in the large city just north
of us ------- but please don't let that type action
 happen here!
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Roger and Maggie Martin
1405 Cherry Crest Ave.
Lake Oswego, Or 97034
503-636-9776
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To the Lake Oswego City Council: 

With the upcoming Wizer Block land use appeal soon to come before the Council, there 

is a very important issue that is critical for the Council to understand.   The ramifications 

of this decision go well beyond the Wizer Block itself.  As you probably already know 

Lake Oswego is burdened with a terrible reputation in the land development 

community.  Professionally I deal with many of the region's major developers and every 

time I suggest they look at Lake Oswego for a future project they just roll their eyes.  

They tell me Oswego has the best potential of any city in the metro area outside 

Portland, but working in LO is not worth the brain damage.   As the Wizer Project has 

illustrated so perfectly, our public process is a meat-grinder.  We finally attract a high 

quality developer and design team, who create an extraordinary project and they are 

run through an irrational public gauntlet the likes of which would even put Ashland to 

shame. 

If this project is not allowed to move forward, which it overwhelmingly deserves to do, 

the impact on future overall development in Lake Oswego will be devastating.  The 

message will be loud and clear, do not even think of building a project here!  Future new 

development in Downtown, the North Anchor Project, or Boones Ferry.....forget it. 

Attracting quality development partners will be virtually impossible.  Why risk hundreds 

of thousands of dollars front-ending a project just to have your head handed to you by 

our highly vocal “zero progress” minority and a Development Commission who appears 

to use any inconsequential code modification as an excuse to block further development 

in our city. 

Over my career I have been through the DR process dozens of times in a verity of cities. 

It is never an easy process, nor should it be, but watching the DR process unfold on the 

Wizer Project has actually been painful and candidly embarrassing to me as a Lake 

Oswego citizen.  In nearly 40 years of practice, I have never seen staff findings so 

blatantly disregarded.  The Planning Staff knows the Development Code inside and out 

and knows the intent behind each requirement.  When the staff recommends 

acceptance of an application there should be a high degree of confidence that the 

project meets the code and the intent behind it including any requested modifications.  

For the Commission to completely deny acceptance particularly after the design has 

responded directly to their input is unfathomable.  Any reasonable person can only 

conclude the denial is in response to a highly vocal small group of naysayers who have 

elevated NIMBYism to a religion. 

I have confidence that the Council will see, as Staff has, how well the project complies 

with the Code.  I am also confident the Council will consider the requested minor 

modifications within the larger context of overall project quality and their combined 

benefit to community values and goals.   I urge you to approve the project and allow it 

to move forward. 

Thank You 

Bruce Brown, AIA 

2323 Wembley Park Road 
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From: Kevin Welch
To: Council Distribution; Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Block development
Date: Friday, September 19, 2014 8:53:01 AM

LO City Council

The current citizen complaints about the proposed Wizer Block development are a mirror of the
 proposed Lake View Village back in 1998.  Back then, the LO Review editorials included comments
 about “the development will bring too much business to downtown; it’s too tall/too big; nobody will
 pay those rents; there will be too much congestion, etc.” I must admit, I was one of those
 development skeptics and I was wrong.  Thankfully, Barry Cain’s development was given the green
 light by city visionaries to move forward…..  and all of us today enjoy the fruits of that progress.

Downtown LO and surrounding New Addition/Evergreen neighborhoods reminds me of the
 beginnings of a small European town that emphasizes dense housing to create an environment to
 work, live and shop in our own community.  The village feel that promotes the use of mass transit,
 ride sharing… or walking a few blocks to shop (ie the farmers market).

Even though the original Wizer block plans were approved by the city, I find it refreshing to see that
 the Wizer block team listened to the community’s concerns and now proposes a revised plan.    I am
 hopeful that the Wizer block will be approved promptly and complete the original vision for
 downtown.

Today you have a property owner who has a long history of LO community service, and a developer
 who has proven to be willing to collaborate with the city. If this proposal is rejected and the
 property is sold to another party, I guarantee our city will not have as cooperative and upstanding
 people behind the next proposal. Please reconsider the big picture in this appeal review.

Regards,
Kevin Welch

C    503.830.6066
H    503.699.7718

“Have courage.Go forward. Make Noise” - Pope Francis
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From: David Elton
To: Baars, Bill; Jeff Gudman; David Elton; David Elton; anupreeta.das@wsj.com; Simpson, Anne-Marie; Hamilton, Leslie;

 Lazenby, Scott
Subject: WIZERS draft speech/email /\ Lake Oswego, Oregon (LO-Review & Oregonian) ((Letters?))
Date: Friday, September 19, 2014 12:19:22 PM

My name is David Elton and I testified here in January.
With transparency in mind, I have been on a waiting list for
this development for more than a year. Mr Mayor, I will be less than 3 minutes.

(thank you)...show poster and powerpoint via Hamilton/Anne-Marie
__________________________________________________________

--- (speech to city council and local residents)----- September 22, 2014

________________________________________________________________________

Having grown up in Lake Oswego from 1972 until 1984, I recall a time when Lake
 Oswego (Oregon)
was a very small town and filled with all manner of people, both high income and
 middle...
even low income.

NOW, Lake Oswego has grown ...... into a bedroom community with the highest
 income, per capita
by zip code (97034), in the whole state. This is relevant because as I mentioned in
 January,
this seems to be a battle between the have's (wealthy and older people) and the have nots...
Those who, like me, want or need to rent. This even includes condo owners. There
 seems to be an
unwritten rule that to live in Lake Oswego, you must be an owner. You need wealth.
 ((really)) ???

I have never owned a home in my life and I hope I never do. I choose to rent.

Does that mean I will always encounter NIMBY ?

Not

 In

My

Back

Yard

In all honesty, I cannot claim to be poor, but also cannot claim wealth. I fall between.
I merely seek a place to hang my hat and I love the city where I was raised.
A few years ago I was asked about coaching the Lakeridge high school golf team, where
 I was
a part of the last Lakeridge sports dynasty in 1983 & 1984. I would do this for free ! I
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 love it here !
 
I say to all concerned who are against this development.
 
WHY NOT ?....why.....not.... ?
 
It is not too big and it is a completely legal and conforming use.
(Kessi and team have bent over backwards to appease all concerns)

 
To reject this proposal is potentially illegal !
 
What is wrong with a few people like me under the age of 50 (I am 48)
 
I ask older and more affluent people to look inside their soul and ask
if they are being selfish and NOT THINKING about our grandchildren.
 
Thank you Mayor and members of city council. You all know me in some form
or another. I have given awards to the police department (K9) for exemplary service.
I am a long term part of this city and I would like to live here for 30 more years
if my heart will keep pumping.
 
I also think the Lake Oswego Lake...should be public.
 
Thanks

 
____________________________________

David  Elton    
503.784.2368 
  CEO & Co-Founder 

CASAforSENIORS, LLP
 Lake Oswego /\ Lincoln City (beach)
 _____________________________
www.CASAforSENIORS.com 
  "Court Appointed SENIOR Advocates"
                               Co-Founder Kathy Bingham
                                Info@CasaForSeniors.com 
____________________________________________
   * Elton Family Charitable Trust*    (1999)
       ~MICRO-PHILANTHROPY~

__________________________________
ToTo JD      "We Police the Police"
     ~                     "We Judge the Judges"

David Elton is NOT an ATTORNEY !
        Lawbook@JurisDictionary.com
_______________________________

 ("ToTo JD" is "WE", the People)
__________________________________
https://www.facebook.com/david.elton.37    
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From: Simpson, Anne-Marie
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Williams, Brant
Subject: FW: Wizer Block
Date: Friday, September 19, 2014 2:23:55 PM

From: Jim Price [mailto:jprice@emersonhardwood.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 19, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Council Distribution
Subject: Wizer Block

To whom it may concern,

While I am amazed that it will take three nights of testimony to extract a decision I will once
 more implore the Council to Act with common sense in rendering what I believe is the only
 answer – move ahead with approval! The last few nights I have re-read the opposition’s
 view and I have a hard time pulling out facts or consistencies in their arguments? In
 summary there is a ‘not in our back yard’ mentality from this group. It is the ‘flat earth’
 society rising up in Lake Oswego taking up a cause that is riddled with assumptions. I have
 no doubt that If Gene Wizer leveled the property and put a fence around it’s bare rubble
 that these would be the same people clamoring to the City to do something with the
 property. And here we sit waiting and essentially punishing a pillar of the community for
 attempting to do something positive with HIS property.

James T. Price, C.E.O.
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